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Effects of impurities on formation pores during solidification for
porous alumina and its compressive strength
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Porous alumina with glassy boundary phase consisting of with silica and calcia components was fabricated by unidirectional
solidification under pressurized hydrogen atmosphere using alumina feed rod with silica and calcia additives. The pores were
elongated along the solidification direction. The glassy boundary phase was directly introduced in the solidified sample during
the solidification. The porosity and pores size decrease with increasing total pressure. When a high purity alumina feed rod was
used for the solidification, no glassy boundary phase was formed on the grain boundary and the grain boundary cracks in the
porous alumina were observed. For comparison, non-porous alumina samples were fabricated by unidirectional solidification in
Ar atmosphere using alumina feed rods with and without the additives. The former sample with the additives possesses a boun-
dary phase, while the grain boundary cracks were formed in latter sample. The compressive strengths of non-porous solidified
alumina samples with and without boundary glassy phase were 1679 and 267 MPa, respectively; that with boundary phase
slightly increased by a heat treatment at 1600°C. The compressive strength of porous alumina with 25.9 porosity was 512 MPa
which is larger than that of non–porous alumina without glassy boundary phase. The compressive strength of unidirectionally
solidified alumina samples were improved by formation of glassy boundary phase at their grain boundary.
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1. Introduction
Porous oxide ceramics have been used as hot gas or molten

metal filters and catalyst carriers because of their excellent
mechanical properties, high temperature resistance, and
chemical stabilities.1),2) In the application of macro-porous
ceramics for filters, control of porous structure such as
pore shape, porosity, and pore size is an important issue
in the fabrication process. Several research groups deve-
loped porous alumina with directional pores by sintering
methods.3)–5) In their methods, since the porous alumina
with directional pores are obtained via sintering process, it
is difficult to control the pore diameter. The present authors
proposed a new fabrication method for porous alumina with
directional cylindrical pores by unidirectional solidification
under pressurized hydrogen atmosphere.6) In this method,
the porous structure was formed at solid-liquid interface
according to hydrogen gas solubility gap between solid and
liquid phases during the solidification; the porosity and pore
size can be controlled by ambient total pressure and hydro-
gen partial pressure.6) Furthermore, it was reported that the
porosity in the unidirectionally solidified porous alumina
increases with increasing silica content in the feed rod.7)

These results suggest that pores formation mechanism can be
explained by not only hydrogen gas solubility gap between
solid and liquid phases, but also vaporization of silica com-
ponent in the liquid phase.

For the application of porous alumina with cylindrical
pores for filters, it is important not only to control porous
structure during fabrication process but also to give mechan-
ical properties of the sample. The mechanical properties of
ceramics are sensitive to the amount, component, and struc-
ture of boundary phase. Since irresolvable impurity elements
for the solid phase are eliminated from the solid phase dur-

ing the solidification by segregation, it is expected that the
irresolvable impurities build up a glassy boundary phase
at the grains boundary. It is known that when high purity
oxide feed rod is used for the solidification, no boundary
phase is formed at the boundary.8) Hence, it is easy to
predict that a polycrystalline monolithic solidified oxide is
brittle. However, it is possible to control the formation of
boundary phase during the solidification by adding a large
amount of impurity phases in the feed rod.

In the present work of porous alumina with directional
pores by unidirectional solidification using a feed rod with
silica and calcia additives was fabricated in order to discuss
the formation mechanism of pores and in-situ formation
mechanism of glassy boundary phase during the unidirec-
tional solidification. Compressive strength of the unidirec-
tionally solidified porous and non-porous alumina with and
without glassy boundary phase is also examined.

2. Experimental procedures
For the preparation of feed rod, high purity alumina

(99.99 purity, Sumitomo Chemical Co., Ltd.), silica
(99.9 purity, Admatechs Co., Ltd.), and calcia (99.9
purity, Ube Material Industries Ltd.) powders were used as
starting materials. The powders were mixed with a binder in
water and a green rod was prepared by slip casting method.
After drying in air, calcination was performed at 1200°C for
2 h in air and then, the feed rod with 8 mm diameter and 150
mm length was prepared.

The solidification was performed using optical floating
zone apparatus under pressurized hydrogen gas. 100H2

gas, 50H2–Ar mixed gas, or 10H2–Ar mixed gas were
used in the present work. The total pressure was controlled
in the range from 0.2 MPa to 0.8 MPa. As shown in Fig. 1,
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Fig. 1. Optical floating zone furnace used in the present study.

Fig. 2. Transversal cross section views of solidified porous alumina.
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xenon lamp was used as a heating source. The xenon lamp
and melting zone put on the focus in the elliptical mirror.
The feed rod was hooked on upper shaft and another feed
rod was fixed with lower shaft. This melting system was set
up in a quartz tube. The environmental gas was introduced
into quartz tube. The transference velocity of the floating
zone was fixed to 200 mm/h in the present work.

The transversal and longitudinal cross-sections of the
samples against the solidification direction were observed
by SEM (JEOL JSM–6360T). The porosity of the samples
was calculated from ratio of the area of pores and bulk
(Apore/Abulk, Apore and Abulk denote the area of pores and
bulk) using whole of the transversal cross section images.
The average pore diameter was calculated from the equiva-
lent setting pore diameter for each pore (∑di/n, di and n
denote equivalent setting pore diameter for each pore and
number of pores).

Since the boundary phase was formed in less time during
the solidification process, a heat treatment was performed at

1600°C for 2 h in air for stabilization of the grains boundary.
The compressive strength tests for the samples were

performed according to JIS–R1608 using universal testing
machine (Shimazu–200t Hydraulic System Universal Testing
Machine). Cylindrical shape samples with approximately
diameter q＝8 mm and height t＝10 mm are used for the
test. The direction of the cylindrical pores is parallel to the
stress application direction. The diameter and height of the
samples were measured exactly and then, the compressive
strength sc was calculated by Eq. (1),

sc＝
4P
pd 2 (1)

where P and d denote the ultimate load for crush and the
diameter of the sample, respectively.

3. Results and discussion
Since the melting point of calcia and silica complex oxides

are lower than that of alumina, these phases are used as addi-
tives for formation of boundary phase in solidified alumina
during the solidification. In the present experiment, the com-
position of the feed rod was fixed to Al2O3SiO2CaO＝

82.616.50.9 in molar ratio.
Figure 2 shows the transversal cross section views of the

samples as a function of the pressure of hydrogen or mixed
gas. The porosity and pore size decreases with increasing
total pressure and increases with increasing hydrogen partial
pressure. Similar tendency can be found in the result of our
previous report, where high purity alumina feed rod was
used for the solidification.6) Figure 3 shows the porosity of
the samples prepared in 50H2–50Ar atmosphere under
various pressure. The porosity of the solidified alumina
increased with increasing silica content in the feed rod as
shown in our previous report.7) Hence, it is considered that
there are two different kinds of mechanisms for formation
of pores in the present study, i.e. (1) pores are formed at
solid-liquid interface due to hydrogen gas solubility gap at
the melting point as reported previoiusly6 and (2) pores are
formed by vaporization of silica component in the liquid
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Fig. 3. Porosity of the samples prepared in 50H2–50Ar
atmosphere under various pressure.

Fig. 4. Longitudinal cross section views of the samples prepared
under 50H2–50Ar atmosphere at (a) 0.2, (b) 0.4, and (c) 0.8
MPa, respectively.

Fig. 5. Results of EPMA analysis for non-porous solidified sam-
ples prepared using (a) high purity alumina feed rod and (b) feed
rod added with silica and calcia, respectively. The boundary phase in
(b) is consisted with silicon-calcium oxides.
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phase and trapping the gas bubbles by the solid phase as
reported previously.7) Since the pores are formed at solid-
liquid interface during the unidirectional solidification in
both cases, the pressure of pores at solid-liquid interface are
balanced with environmental total pressure. Hence, the
porosity decreases with increasing total pressure according to
Boyles's law regardless of the formation mechanism of
pores.

Figures 4(a), (b) and (c) show the longitudinal cross
section views of the samples prepared under 50H2–50Ar
atmosphere at 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8 MPa, respectively. It can be
seen that cylindrical pores are aligned in the solidification
direction in these samples. However, the length of pore
decreases with increasing total pressure. From the figures, it
is confirmed that the number of pores increases with increas-

ing total pressure. These results suggest that the number of
nucleation sites of pores increases with increasing total
pressure. Since a non-porous sample was obtained under Ar
atmosphere using silica and calcia added feed rod, the
vaporization of silica component is caused by a reaction of
silica with hydrogen in the liquid phase. The hydrogen gas
solubility into the liquid phase increases with increasing
hydrogen gas partial pressure according to Sieverts' law as
reported previously.6) Hence, it is considered that the num-
ber of nucleation site of pores increases with increasing
hydrogen gas solubility in the liquid phase.

Figures 5(a) and (b) show the result of EPMA analysis
for non-porous solidified samples prepared using high purity
alumina feed rod and feed rod added with silica and calcia,
respectively. These images were obtained from transversal
cross section of the samples. In Fig. 5(a), some grain boun-
daries were observed in the SEM image as indicated by
arrows. However, no evidence for boundary phase was
obtained from this figure. In this case, the boundary is a
kind of cracks. On the other hand, no clear grain boundary
was found in SEM image in Fig. 5(b). However, the EPMA
analysis shows that a boundary phase with silica and calcia
components was formed for the sample of feed rod added
with silica and calcia. This grain boundary was considered to
be directly introduced in the sample during the solidification.

Figure 6 shows powder X-ray diffraction patterns of the
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Fig. 6. Powder X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample prepared
using feed rod added with silica and calcia. (a) All peaks can be
indexed as a-alumina phase. (b) A hallo pattern is observed in 2u
rage from 15 to 30°.

Table 1. Compressive Strength of Non-porous and Porous Solidi-
fied Alumina
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sample prepared using feed rod added with silica and calcia.
All peaks in Fig. 6(a) can be indexed as corundum phase.
Fig. 6(b) shows a magnified pattern of (a) in the 2u range
from 10 to 30°. A hallo pattern can be observed between 2u
＝15 and 30°which is well known pattern due to existence of
silicate amorphous phase. Hence, it is recognized that the
boundary phase found in Fig. 5(b) is a glassy phase which is
consisted with silica and calcia components.

The compressive strength of non-porous and porous soli-
dified samples is summarized in Table 1. The number of
measurements test for each sample was three. The compres-
sive strength of non-porous samples prepared using high

purity alumina feed rod and feed rod added with silica and
calcia are 267 and 1679 MPa, respectively. Since the former
sample has many cracks, the compressive strength of this
sample is very low. On the other hand, since the latter sample
has glassy boundary phase without cracks, the compressive
strength of this sample is 6 times larger than that of the
former sample. The compressive strength of porous sample
with 25.9 porosity which prepared under 50H2–50Ar
atmosphere at 0.4 MPa using feed rod added with silica and
calcia is 512 MPa. Since a small amount of silica compo-
nent vaporizes during the solidification process, the compo-
sition of the boundary glassy phase may be slightly different
from that of non-porous sample. However, the compressive
strength of the solidified porous alumina can be improved by
adding silica and calcia component in the feed rod. The non-
porous alumina prepared using high purity alumina feed rod
has no boundary phase at the grain boundary hence no
glassy boundary phase is formed by the heat treatment. On
the other hand, the strength for the sample with glassy boun-
dary phase slightly improved by the heat treatment. Since the
melting points of the silica-calcia binary compounds are low-
er than 1600°C, such enhancement is attributed to the bond-
ing of grains in the boundary phase due to the heat treat-
ment.

4. Conclusion
A porous alumina with cylindrical pores can be fabricated

by unidirectional solidification under pressurized hydrogen
atmosphere using alumina feed rod with silica and calcia
additives. A glassy boundary phase which is consisted with
silica and calcia components is directly introduced in the soli-
dified alumina sample during the solidification. Many cracks
are induced in the solidified alumina sample when a high
purity alumina feed rod is used for the solidification. The
compressive strength of the solidified alumina is improved
by the glassy boundary phase. The compressive strength of
non-porous solidified alumina with the glassy phase is six
times larger than that of non-porous solidified alumina
without grassy boundary phase.
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